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to experience the beauty of historical
architecture. The said paper will try to find out different dimensions of historical monuments
and their importance in north India. The paper mainly focus on Delhi as it is believed that Delhi
has been destroyed and constructed many times, but still it is a matter of research for us that
how we can preserve the beauty of these historical monuments in Delhi for future..
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Zeba Zarin Ansari
She is a researcher at the faculty of Natural Science, Jamia Millia Islamia,
New Delhi. Her master degree completed with distinction at the faculty of
Natural Science, Department of Geography, Jamia Millia Islamia, New
Delhi, 2016. Her technical skills include knowledge of ARC GIS, ERDAS
software, 3D Modelling and Satellite Imagery. Her Professional
Qualification include special course on REMOTE SENSING and DIP
TRAINING. Her work experience include tour advisor and travel guide in
the travel company, Tezpur, Assam, 2011-2013. She has completed number
of field work projects. She has participated in number of
seminars/conferences and workshops. Her paper presented in the
International workshop/conference include International Conference cum workshop on
Sustainable Entrepreneurship Development Practices in Tourism and Hospitality Sector in the
Himalayan States, Rishikesh, India, 2017. Her paper publication include 1-st International
Scientific and practical conference DOBRODEEV READINGS – 2017 MOSCOW, Russia–
“Ecosystem Analysis of Salinity affected areas in parts of Delhi and its impact on human health”.









